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Looking for a better way

Employer alliance touts benefits of providing decent work
BY SARAH DOBSON

WITH all the talk of disruption in
the workforce — whether because
of technology, legislative changes,
multiple generations or the gig
economy — the news is often filled
with employers complaining about
rising costs and a scarcity of top
talent.
But one group of employers —
the Better Way to Build the Economy Alliance (BWA) — is taking a
different stance.
It’s about making a commitment
to decent work because it makes
good economic sense, according to
Amanda Terfloth, researcher, coordinator and producer at the BWA
in Toronto.
That includes providing an hourly wage of $15, a preference for
providing full-time over part-time
work, paid sick days and secure
scheduling.
“There’s clearly a growing public
appetite for decent work conditions,
not only on the worker end but on
the employer end for this kind of
model, in looking at things in a different way than maybe what the
mainstream business voice might
say.”
There has been a degradation of
a lot of workplace standards, as jobs
being offered are precarious, she
said.
“High turnover is not inexpensive and it’s not necessarily from
an efficiency standpoint going to
be streamlined, so what happens is
when employers are operating on a
low-wage/high-churn model, they
might save on certain labour costs
but what’s being spent on attraction,
on retention, training, the turnover
itself, can be very costly if you lose
an employee that’s gone to another
job or more secure opportunity, and
then have to fill their position.”
While many employers continue
to believe a high-turnover, low-

pay model is the secret to success,
partners in the alliance are focusing on providing stable employment, healthy working conditions
and high employee satisfaction,
according to the report Smart
Employers Talk: Building a Better
Economy One Job at a Time, covering a September conference in Toronto by the Ted Rogers School of
Management’s Centre for Labour
Management Relations at Ryerson
University, and the BWA.
The BWA is a network of employers “that are being a little more vocal
about the benefits that they’ve experienced and really that educational
aspect, both for the public and also
with other employers, in terms of
the benefits as an employer by implementing better HR and better decent work standards,” said Terfloth.
The result? Higher staff retention,
reduced absenteeism, boosted engagement and productivity, greater
reliability, higher-quality customer
service, lower risks of error, decreased safety risks, better job candidates, and a growing consumer
base, according to the report.

Pre-Line Processing steps up
While each of the participating
employers in the BWA may have
slightly different models, they all
believe in the value of decent work,
said Damin Starr, co-owner/operator at Pre-Line Processing Niagara
in Ontario, which is also a partner.
“What we’ve done is we’ve looked
at our businesses and we’ve said
there’s a component of our business
that sees value in decent work and
offering decent work to employees,
and where we saw the benefit is in
the relationships we’ve built between employer and employee.”
Back in 2012, Starr began to
look at what he was paying people
and the repercussions, so he be-

came very vocal in the living wage
discussion.
“If you’re working 40 hours a
week, there should be an understanding that you should be able to
pay your bills, and I have to appreciate there’s a nuance — what people
do with their money is not something I can dictate as an employer
— but where I do have a responsibility is to make sure the work I’m
providing accomplishes that.”
Initially, Starr adopted minimum
employment standards because it
was a simple document to follow,
he said. But now his outlook has
changed.
“I believe that businesses have a
responsibility in that aspect, not just
to meet minimum standards but to
actually participate in guiding those
standards, and so it’s about raising
expectations,” he said.
“If the minimum standards are
not going to keep up with society,
then it falls on us as employers to do
it voluntarily.”
Pre-Line, which has under 10
employees, has focused on offering
employees things such as greater
flexibility around working hours,
said Starr.
“I began to see I had a way more
productive facility and there was
no downside to it, it’s just that I
had been conditioned to believe
(nine to five) was the way society
functioned.”
There’s also much less of a focus on temporary staffing, as used
by Starr’s father when he ran the
business.
“When I took over this company,
the majority of the workforce was
temporary and so efficiency, productivity were low in my eyes, in
comparison with what I see today
in our business,” he said.
“I’m not sure what the motivation for manufacturing companies

actually is for hiring in that way because I’m sure the costs are offset in
the short term by inefficiency and
paying out a premium to a third
party that actually has no invested
interest in your business.”
There was also the issue of safety
and potential liability when it came
to temporary staff, and the need for
proper training each time someone
new came onboard, said Starr.
“There was absolutely no dollar
advantage for our business and it
probably exposed us to more liability than what there would be had I
hired directly,” he said. “I would never hire again that way again, ever.”
With all the changes, Pre-Line has
seen its turnover rates reduced from
75 per cent to 10 per cent, alongside
fewer workplace errors, and an
overall profit margin increase from
three per cent to 13 per cent.
As for employers that are concerned about making these kinds of
changes around decent work, most
of their arguments are conjecture,
said Starr.
“They are: ‘Well, if I pay my employee more, it means I have less,’”
he said. “I actually have more, I have
higher profit margins by committing to my employees — and expecting the same commitment back, by
the way, because this is a two-way
street, this relationship.”

Brewery signs on
One of the first employers to support the BWA was Muskoka Brewery. The 120-employee company in
Bracebridge, Ont., first became a
Living Wage employer in 2016.
“(We) tried to figure out what
our people out on the line needed
to make to actually be able to live in
the Muskoka area,” said Kelly Watson, director of people and development at Muskoka Brewery.
Before she joined the company,
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management gave increases thinking, “‘Oh that’s good, that’ll help
them out,’” she said. “But we never
saw any behavioural differences
with it, so it was really a call for
us to dig into to figure out: What
does it cost to live in the Muskoka
region?”
That led to its involvement with
the BWA, as the brewery adopted
several decent work practices, such
as keeping a standard schedule and
having full-time employment whenever possible.
The company also offers healthcare benefits and wellness programs. And that’s led to results
such as improved attendance, said
Watson.
“We’ve also found the quality of
candidates, and number of candidates, has significantly increased,
so that’s been great. We’ve also
been able to really enrich the roles
too, so the roles can bring more to
the table than what they were before where they’re very centrally
task-oriented.”
Employees also seem to care more
about the quality of their work, and
engagement has improved, she said.
“It’s really created a stronger sense
of belonging for our team.”
And while some employers may
be concerned about making such
a move, it went smoothly for the
brewery, according to Watson. For

example, in bringing in the living
wage, the company did not then
give higher rates to every level of
employee.
“We were ready for some repercussions and, shockingly, it didn’t
come — the team was really very
proud to be a part of it, and feeling
they were part of doing the right
thing as well.”

Access Alliances
focuses on healthy workers
Another organization focused on
decent work is Access Alliance, a
Toronto-based multi-service community organization focused on
immigrants and refugees.
The group is committed to being
evidence-informed and using data
to inform its planning and evaluation processes. And a few years
back, it became apparent that bad
jobs were making people sick, according to Axelle Janczur, executive
director.
As a result, the 90-employee
group made a commitment to pay
a minimum of $14 per hour to all
employees.
“The other thing is with regards
to stopping the rise of insecure
jobs, we try to limit temporary
and part-time (work),” she said. “A
lot of times, employers make decisions to have a lot of part-time
contracts because it’s just easier, it

doesn’t trigger benefits — and that’s
problematic.”
“So where we can, we bundle
part-time jobs to create full-time
jobs.”
Because much of the funding for
the organization fluctuates from
year to year, many staff are given renewable contracts. But even without the assurance of future funding,
Access tries to make contract positions permanent.
“Obviously, if we lost that contract, we would have to do layoffs, but from the perspective of
people’s peace of mind and our
commitment to that work… we
manage that relationship with the
funder — the individual staff person shouldn’t carry the burden of
what the structure of that funding
is, so we take that leap of faith.”
The organization also grants benefits early to contract employees if
it knows their contract will be extended before the 12-month eligibility requirement is met.
“It’s a good-faith thing, it’s not
in the collective agreement,” said
Janczur.
Additionally, Access grants 18
personal days per year, and 10 of
those can be used for family-related
emergencies and responsibilities.
All staff must also be given three
working days’ notice of schedule
changes.

As a result, the organization is under the industry benchmark level of
absenteeism, and people are committed to their work, she said.
And all the changes are not
ones that will break the bank, said
Janczur.
“If you’re at a place where people
are unhappy, where it feels toxic,
that’s very expensive — that affects
everybody’s morale, that affects everybody’s attendance, that affects
me. And we know, going back to our
research, how those kinds of stressors affect people’s overall mental
health and physical health.”

The way forward
Going forward, the BWA will continue to focus on building awareness
around the benefits of decent work,
said Terfloth.
“Obviously, the recession happened, and we’re actually growing
now and rebounding, the economy
is changing, but many companies
are still operating in that mindset,
without looking at how operating
in a low-wage, high-churn mindset
also constricts economic growth by
constricting consumer spending,”
she said.
“So, in some cases, it’s kind
of working against yourself because this is the scarcity model we
moved into, but moving out of it is
challenging.”
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